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Cloudera DataFlow Introduction to managing and monitoring flow deployments

Introduction to managing and monitoring flow
deployments

The Cloudera DataFlow UI is the central monitoring console for all your deployments across environments. It is the
space where you can monitor flow metrics and infrastructure usage, and manage deployments.

In the Cloudera DataFlow UI, you can monitor the status of your deployment and whether the deployment meets
performance expectations. You can filter and sort your deployments based on your requirements. You can also fetch
details for your deployments for a specified time period and refresh deployment data.

You can monitor the key performance indicators (KPIs), system metrics, and alerts set for your deployments in the
Cloudera DataFlow UI. You get alerts for deployments breaching certain assigned KPIs and get recommendations
about how to tune your deployments. You also receive alerts if there are issues in your deployment.

You can also manage your flow deployment lifecycle by using the Manage Deployments option.

After you deploy a flow definition, you can monitor the deployment in the Dashboard of Cloudera DataFlow.

Monitor health of deployments

You can monitor the health of your deployments in the Dashboard page of the Cloudera DataFlow UI. By monitoring
health of deployments, you can track the status of the deployment, the amount of data received and sent by the
deployment.

You can perform the following tasks in the Dashboard page:

• Monitor health of deployments
• Filter and sort deployments
• Fetch metrics details for deployments
• Refresh deployments data

Monitor health of deployments

Monitor the status, amount of data sent and received details for your deployments. You can also view the details of
the amount of data sent and received in a graphical format.
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You can monitor the following details of your deployments in the Dashboard page:

• Status

Shows status of your deployments including Good Health, Terminating, Updating, Unknown, Deploying,
Suspended, Concerning Health, and Bad Health. You can also click Status to sort the status of your deployments
as required.

• Name

Shows name of your deployments. You can also click Name to sort the names of your deployments alphabetically
if required.

• Data Received

Shows the amount of data that your deployments receive from the source. You can also click Data Received to
sort your deployments in increasing or decreasing amounts of data received by the deployments.

• Data Sent

Shows the amount of data that your deployments send to the targets. You can also click Data Sent to sort your
deployments in increasing or decreasing amounts of data sent by the deployments.

• Received/Sent Stream Graph

Shows graphical representation of data received and sent by your deployments.

Filter and sort deployments

Filter the deployments according to your requirement.

You can filter your deployments by:

• Status

Status of deployments can be of many types including Bad Health, Concerning Health, Good Health, Deploying,
Starting, Suspending, Suspended, Terminating, Unknown, and Updating. By default, all statuses are selected.

• Environments

You can either select all environments or a specific environment which is enabled. By default, all environments
are selected.

• Deployments

You can use this filter to search your flow deployments by name. You can filter your deployments by either
selecting all deployments or a specific deployment. By default, all deployments are selected.

• Processor Types

You can filter your deployments by either selecting all processor types or a specific processor. Processors can be
of many types including Apache, Avro, CSV, JSON, Kafka, and SQL. By default, all processor types are selected.

Click Reset to set the filter options to their default values.

You can sort deployments by:

• Status
• Name
• Data Received
• Data Sent

Click on the column name to sort by ascending or descending order.

Use the Items per page option, at the bottom of the screen, to display the desired number of deployments in a page.

Fetch metrics details for deployments

The Metrics Window option enables you to fetch details for your deployments for a specified time. For example, if
you select 30 minutes in the Metrics Window, the Cloudera DataFlow UI displays details of your deployments for the
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last 30 minutes, and if you select 1 hour, the UI displays details of your deployments for the last one hour. You can
also select 12 or 24 hours based on your requirement.

Refresh deployments data

By default, every 30 seconds all data for your deployments are updated. Click the circle-arrow icon to refresh the
data.

Monitor performance of deployments

You can monitor performance of your deployments in the Dashboard page of the Cloudera DataFlow UI.

To monitor performance, you can monitor the KPIs, system metrics, and alerts set for your deployments in the
Cloudera DataFlow UI. Click on each deployment to get the details of KPIs, system metrics, and alerts. Alternately,
you can click on the arrow placed at the end of each deployment row.

Key performance indicators for NiFi flow deployments
Apache NiFi has multiple metrics to monitor the system such as memory usage, CPU usage, data flow statistics, and
so on. Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) are representations of those metrics for a NiFi component in Cloudera
DataFlow. You can use KPIs to monitor critical parts of your NiFi deployments on the central monitoring dashboard
of Cloudera DataFlow.

For more information on KPIs, see KPI Overview and Using KPIs.

Click the deployment to view the deployment details.

On the KPIs tab of the Deployment Details pane, you can view the deployment information and monitor the KPIs that
are defined for your deployment.

You can view the following details in Deployment Information section:

• Flow Definition
• Node Count
• Auto Scaling
• Last Updated
• NiFi Version
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• CRN

Depending on the KPIs defined, you can track the following values of the metrics in the deployment:

• Current
• Average
• Boundary

Related Information
KPI Overview

Using KPIs

System metrics for NiFi flow deployments
Cloudera DataFlow provides comprehensive NiFi cluster-specific metrics on core allocation, disk capacity utilisation,
CPU utilisation, and disk usage. You can investigate these system metrics to identify and resolve performance issues
related to your NiFi deployments.

Everytime you deploy and run a NiFi flow, you create a NiFi cluster. The system metrics are details about the NiFi
cluster that provide an opportunity to understand the flow deployment status.

These metrics help you to understand the performance of a flow. For example, a flow running at 50% CPU utilization
may be an expected (and fine) behavior compared to another flow running at 5% CPU utilization. You are the best
judge for how your flow should perform and what thresholds for these metrics dictate that. One metric that you
specifically monitor is CPU Utilization. If the value goes above the threshold of 80%, you must scale the cluster.

You can set the key performance indicators (KPIs), with knowledge of your flows, which allow alerts to be sent if
certain metrics meet a particular threshold. You might detect situations that are not errors but notes on the state of the
system that you need to be aware of. For example, a cluster size reaching the maximum value that is allowed.

The values you measure for metrics depend on the hardware chosen during the flow deployment. For example, the
NiFi node size you select (Extra Small to Large) during the flow deployment. These selections enable a deployment
to access CPU, memory, or storage which can cause numbers measured to change.

In the Cloudera DataFlow web interface, go to Dashboard and click a deployment to view core allocation, disk
capacity, CPU utilization, and disk usage metrics on the System Metrics tab of the Deployment Details pane.
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• Core Allocation

Description: The number of cores that are currently allocated to NiFi containers for the deployment.

Unit: vCores

Functionality: Monitors current and average core allocation. You can move your mouse on the graph and get core
allocation details for a specific point in time.

Importance: Helps to assess if the number of cores a flow is using is within the expected range.

Example: Together with the size selected when the NiFi flow is deployed, the metric reflects the real size of the
cluster in terms of allocated CPU resources. For example, when Extra Small size is selected, each NiFi node is
capped at 2 vCores. Therefore, a value of 6 means 3 NiFi nodes are currently running to execute the flow. The
value fluctuates when the NiFi cluster is auto-scaled up or down.

• Disk Capacity

Description: Percentage of total allocated storage capacity that is being used by the deployment.

Unit: Percentage

Functionality: Monitors current and average disk capacity. You can move your mouse on the graph and get disk
capacity details of a specific point in time.

Importance: Helps to identify if a disk is being under utilized or over utilized; however, again it depends on the
expected behavior of a flow.

Example: This value reflects the storage pressure of the NiFi flow, including Content, Provence, and Flow File
repositories. A high percentage can indicate that the traffic is being set in the NiFi cluster, for example, due to
failure in delivering the output to the destination system.

• CPU Utilization

Description: The ratio of the total CPU time consumed by the deployment in the past 5 minutes over the total
allocated CPU quota for the deployment.

Unit: Percentage

Functionality: Monitors current and average CPU utilization. You can move your mouse on the graph and get the
CPU utilization details for a specific point in time.

Importance: Helps to identify if a flow is using more or less CPU than expected.

Example: The value indicates the computation pressure of the NiFi cluster running the deployed flow. In a typical
case, when auto-scaling is enabled and the CPU utilization reaches the threshold internally defined by Cloudera
DataFlow, more NiFi instances are brought up and join the cluster to share the workload, before the value starts
dropping.

• Disk Usage

Description: The total amount of bytes saved on the storage volumes of the deployment.

Unit: GB, MB, and so on depending on the scale of the value

Functionality: Monitors current and average disk usage. You can move your mouse on the graph and get the disk
usage details for a specific point in time.

Importance: Provides visibility of how much disk is being used by the deployment or Kubernetes node. It can be
used to assess what is utilizing a lot of space.

Example: Enables you to know the current absolute amount of on-disk data of the whole deployment, which may
indicate how long an offloading can take.

Alerts for NiFi flow deployments
You can set alerts while configuring KPIs in your deployment. If you set an alert for a KPI and metric combination,
you get alerted if your flow definition meets the conditions set in that alert.
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Click the deployment to view the deployment details.

On the Alerts tab of the Deployment Details pane, you can monitor the active alerts and event history details.

In the Active Alerts section, you can track the alert types and time of the alert. If you click on the alert you want to
track, you can see the alert details and the exact time when the alert occurred. Active alerts notify you of a current
condition that may require attention. If you set an alert for a deployment-related KPI, you get alerted here as well.
Active alerts automatically become inactive and move to the Event History section if the condition is not met
anymore.

Tip:

KPI Alerts are suspended when a flow deployment is suspended. They are reactivated when the flow
deployment is restarted. Suspending a flow deployment also resolves any Active KPI alerts.

In the Event History section, you can track event-related information and past alert conditions such as when the
deployment was initiated and whether the deployment was successful. You can filter the event history list to only
show events of a specific type including information, warning, and error.

Introduction to key performance indicators

You can use Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) to monitor critical parts of your NiFi deployments on the central
monitoring dashboard. You do not need to drill deep into the NiFi data flow and find the metric to monitor it in NiFi.
You can also choose to create alerts for your KPIs in Cloudera DataFlow.

Apache NiFi has multiple metrics to monitor for the system such as memory usage, CPU usage, data flow statistics
and so on. KPIs are representations of those metrics for a NiFi component in Cloudera DataFlow.

You can set alerts while configuring KPIs in your deployment. If you set an alert for a KPI scope and metric
combination, you get alerted if your flow definition meets the conditions set in that alert.
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In the above image, a KPI is set for the Entire Flow KPI scope and Data In metric combination. When the data into
the entire flow exceeds the 1MB boundary, an alert is created. No alert boundary is set for the Processor KPI scope
and Average Linear Duration metric combination.

Working with KPIs

Learn multiple scenarios where you can view how to use KPIs to monitor critical parts of your NiFi deployments on
the central monitoring dashboard.

Use KPIs to monitor whether your data flow is processing data
Learn how to use KPIs to monitor whether your data flow is processing data.

Scenario
You want to track how much data your flow is receiving from external systems or processing to an external system. It
is a common use case where you might want to track whether your flow is reading or writing data as expected.
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Solution
You can achieve your goal by selecting appropriate KPI scope and metric while deploying your flow in Cloudera
DataFlow. Select Entire Flow KPI scope and Data In or Data Out metric to track. Select Data In metric to track how
much data your flow is reading and Data Out metric to track how much data your flow is writing to the external
system. In this example, Data In metric is selected. The Data In metric tracks rate of data received from an external
source in bytes.

Before you begin
You must have reached the Add New KPI screen while deploying your flow in Cloudera DataFlow.

Procedure

1. Select Entire Flow as the KPI scope.

2. Select Data In as the metric to track.

3. Configure the alert settings as per your requirement or when you want to be alerted.

4. Click Apply.

Similarly, you can set other metrics and alerts as per your requirement.

Example

In this example, you get an alert when your flow is receiving less than 2 MB data per second for 5 minutes.
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Use KPIs to track the processing latency of streaming data
Learn how to use KPI to track the processing latency of streaming data.

Scenario
Your flow starts reading data from an external system and ends writing the data to some other place. In between all
processing is done. A common question or a common performance indicator that you want to track might be how
long does it take for the data to be processed.

Solution
You can achieve your goal by selecting appropriate KPI scope and metric while deploying your flow in Cloudera
DataFlow. Select Processor KPI scope and Average Lineage Duration metric to track. The Average Lineage Duration
metric tracks the time elapsed between when the original source data was received and the time when the processing
event occurred.
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Note:  Average Lineage Duration does not always measure processing latency of a flowfile from the very first
processor to the last processor.

If you have a simple NiFi flow, where none of the processors creates a new flowfile in between, Average
Lineage Duration measures the processing latency of the flowfile from the first to the last processor.

But, if a processor in your NiFi flow creates a new flowfile in between, Average Lineage Duration measures
the processing latency from that very processor, where a new flow file is created, to the last processor.

Before you begin
You must have reached the Add New KPI screen while deploying your flow in Cloudera DataFlow.

Procedure

1. Select Processor as the KPI scope.

2. Select the processor, you want to monitor, in the Processor Name field.

3. Select Average Lineage Duration as the metric to track.

4. Configure the alert settings as per your requirement or when you want to be alerted.

5. Click Apply.

Similarly, you can set other metrics and alerts as per your requirement.

Example

In this example, Processor KPI scope and Average Lineage Duration metric to track are selected. No alert is set here.
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Use KPIs to monitor connection usage
Learn how to use KPIs to monitor connection usage.

Scenario
You want to track errors in a failure queue. You read data from a Kafka topic and apply a schema to it. The schema
does not fit the message and the operation fails. You do not want to process the message and route it to a failure
queue. Now, you want to track data quality in your deployment.

Solution
You can achieve your goal by selecting appropriate KPI scope and metric while deploying your flow in Cloudera
DataFlow. You need to create a KPI on this queue to track failure. Select Connection KPI scope, connection name,
and Percent Full metric to track. The Percent Full metric indicates how much of the queue’s capacity is used for your
data flow.
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Before you begin
You must have reached the Add New KPI screen while deploying your flow in Cloudera DataFlow.

Procedure

1. Select Connection as the KPI scope.

2. Select Percent Full as the metric to track.

3. Select the failure queue, you created, in the Connection Name field.

4. Configure the alert settings as per your requirement or when you want to be alerted.

5. Click Apply.

Similarly, you can set other metrics and alerts as per your requirement.

Example

In this example, you get an alert when 10 percent of the queue’s capacity is used for storing failure messages for 5
minutes.
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Use KPIs to monitor individual processor metrics
Learn how to use KPIs to monitor individual processor metrics.

Scenario
You want to track a specific metric for a processor in your data flow.

Solution
You can achieve your goal by selecting appropriate KPI scope and metric while deploying your flow in Cloudera
DataFlow. Select Processor KPI scope, the processor you want to monitor in the Processor Name field, and the metric
you want to track. In this example, Bytes Sent metric is selected. The Bytes Sent metric tracks number of bytes sent to
an external recipient.

Before you begin
You must have reached the Add New KPI screen while deploying your flow in Cloudera DataFlow.

Procedure

1. Select Processor as the KPI scope.

2. Select Bytes Sent as the metric to track.

3. Configure the alert settings as per your requirement or when you want to be alerted.

4. Click Apply.

Similarly, you can set other metrics and alerts as per your requirement.

Example

In this example, Processor KPI scope and Bytes Sent metric to track are selected. No alert is set here.
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Use KPIs to monitor auto-scaling operations
Learn how to use KPIs to monitor auto-scaling operations.

Scenario
You want to use KPIs to track auto-scaling operations.

Solution
You can achieve your goal by selecting appropriate KPI scope and metric while deploying your flow in Cloudera
DataFlow. Select System KPI scope and Core Allocation metric to track. Core Allocation metric tracks the numbers
of cores allocated. After the flow deployment, you can view a graph that represents how many cores are used right
now and you can also view when it scales up or scales down.

Before you begin
You must have reached the Add New KPI screen while deploying your flow in Cloudera DataFlow.
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Procedure

1. Select System as the KPI scope.

2. Select Core Allocation as the metric to track.

3. Configure the alert settings as per your requirement or when you want to be alerted.

4. Click Apply.

Similarly, you can set other metrics and alerts as per your requirement.

Example

In this example, you get an alert when the number of cores allocated for your flow is greater than seven.

KPI scope types in Cloudera DataFlow

KPI scope specifies the focus area of the KPI for the flow deployment. You can select individual NiFi components
such as a processor or connection, or larger components such as a process group or the entire flow.

You can track the different statistics of a NiFi data flow by using the following KPI scopes:
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• Connection
• Processor
• Process Group
• Entire Flow
• System

Connection KPIs
Connection KPIs expose the metrics that NiFi provides for the connection used in the NiFi data flow. Choosing
Connection allows you to set alerts based on any of the connection metrics that the data flow monitors.
Metric name: Bytes Queued

Metric unit: Bytes

Meaning: How much data is stored in a queue?

Threshold: Upper and lower boundary

You can use this KPI to create alerts when the data queued in the selected queue or connection is
either more than what is specified in the upper boundary or less than what is specified in the lower
boundary for the given time period.

Metric name: Percent Full

Metric unit: Percentage

Meaning: How much of the queue's capacity is used?

Threshold: Upper and lower boundary

You can use this KPI to create alerts when the data queued in the selected queue or connection is
either more than what is specified in the upper boundary or less than what is specified in the lower
boundary for the given time period.

Metric name: Flow Files Queued

Metric unit: Count

Meaning: How many flow files are queued in this connection?

Threshold: Upper and lower boundary

You can use this KPI to create alerts when the aggregated number of flowfiles queued for the
selected queue or connection is either higher than what is specified in the upper boundary or less
than what is specified in the lower boundary for the given time period.

Processor KPIs
Processor KPIs expose the metrics that NiFi provides for the processors. Choosing Processor allows you to set alerts
based on any of the processor metrics that the data flow monitors.
Metric name: Average Lineage Duration

Metric unit: Seconds

Meaning: How much time elapsed between when the original source data was received and the time
at which this processing event occurred?

Threshold: Upper and lower boundary

You can use this KPI to create alerts when the average lineage duration for all flowfiles within the
specified time period is either above the upper boundary or below the lower boundary.

Metric name: Bytes In

Metric unit: Bytes

Meaning: How much data is received by the selected processor?
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Threshold: Upper and lower boundary

You can use this KPI to create alerts when the aggregated data received by the selected processor is
either below the specified lower threshold or above the specified upper threshold for the given time
period.

Metric name: Bytes Out

Metric unit: Bytes

Meaning: How much data is sent by the selected processor?

Threshold: Upper and lower boundary

You can use this KPI to create alerts when the aggregated data sent by the selected processor is
either below the specified lower threshold or above the specified upper threshold for the given time
period.

Metric name: Bytes Queued

Metric unit: Bytes

Meaning: How much content is queued for the selected processor?

Threshold: Upper and lower boundary

You can use this KPI to create alerts when the data queued for the selected precessor is either more
than what is specified in the upper boundary or less than specified in the lower boundary for the
given time period.

Metric name: Bytes Received

Metric unit: Bytes

Meaning: How much data is received from a source that is external to the flows?

Threshold: Upper and lower boundary

You can use this KPI to create alerts when the data received or read by the selected precessor is
either more than what is specified in the upper boundary or less than what is specified in the lower
boundary for the given time period.

Metric name: Bytes Sent

Metric unit: Bytes

Meaning: How much data is sent to an external recipient?

Threshold: Upper and lower boundary

You can use this KPI to create alerts when the data sent by the selected precessor is either more than
what is specified in the upper boundary or less than specified in the lower boundary for the given
time period.

Metric name: Flowfiles Input to Processor

Metric unit: Count

Meaning: How many flowfiles are received from a source within the flow?

Threshold: Upper and lower boundary

You can use this KPI to create alerts when the number of flowfiles received from a source within
the flow is either more than the specified in the upper boundary or less than the specified in the
lower boundary for the given time period.

Metric name: Flowfiles Out from Processor

Metric unit: Count

Meaning: How many flowfiles are sent out of the processor?

Threshold: Upper and lower boundary
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You can use this KPI to create alerts when the number of flowfiles sent out of the processor is either
more than the specified in the upper boundary or less than the specified in the lower boundary for
the given time period.

Metric name: Flowfiles Received

Metric unit: Count

Meaning: How many flowfiles are received by the selected processor from a source that is external
to the flows?

Threshold: Upper and lower boundary

You can use this KPI to create alerts when the aggregated number of flowfiles received by the
selected processor is either below the specified lower threshold or above the upper threshold for the
given time period.

Metric name: Flowfiles Sent

Metric unit: Count

Meaning: How many flowfiles are sent by the selected processor to an external recipient?

Threshold: Upper and lower boundary

You can use this KPI to create alerts when the aggregated number of flowfiles sent by the selected
processor is either below the specified lower threshold or above the upper threshold for the given
time period.

Process Group KPIs
Process Group KPIs expose the metrics that NiFi provides for the process groups. Choosing Process Group enables
you to set alerts based on any of the process group metrics that the data flow monitors.
Metric name: Bytes Queued

Metric unit: Bytes

Meaning: How much data is queued, in total, in queues of the selected process group?

Threshold: Upper and lower boundary

You can use this KPI to create alerts when the aggregated data queued for the selected process
group is either more than what is specified in the upper boundary or less than what is specified in
the lower boundary for the given time period.

Metric name: Bytes Received

Metric unit: Bytes

Meaning: How much data is received by the selected process group within the flow?

Threshold: Upper and lower boundary

You can use this KPI to create alerts when the aggregated data received by the selected process
group is either below the specified lower threshold or above the upper threshold for the given time
period.

Metric name: Bytes Sent

Metric unit: Bytes

Meaning: How much data is sent by the selected process group within the flow?

Threshold: Upper and lower boundary

You can use this KPI to create alerts when the aggregated data sent by the selected process group is
either below the specified lower threshold or above the specified upper threshold for the given time
period.

Metric name: Flowfiles Input
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Metric unit: Count

Meaning: How many flowfiles are received by the selected process group within the flow?

Threshold: Upper and lower boundary

You can use this KPI to create alerts when the aggregated number of flowfiles received by the
selected process group is either below the specified lower threshold or above the specified upper
threshold for the given time period.

Metric name: Flowfiles Out

Metric unit: Count

Meaning: How many flowfiles are sent by the selected process group within the flow?

Threshold: Upper and lower boundary

You can use this KPI to create alerts when the aggregated number of flowfiles sent by the selected
process group is either below the specified lower threshold or above the specified upper threshold
for the given time period.

Metric name: Flowfiles Queued

Metric unit: Count

Meaning: How many flowfiles are queued, in total, in queues for the selected process group?

Threshold: Upper and lower boundary

You can use this KPI to create alerts when the aggregated number of flowfiles queued for the
selected process group is either higher than what is specified in the upper boundary or less than
what is specified in the lower boundary for the given time period.

Metric name: Flowfiles Received

Metric unit: Count

Meaning: How many flowfiles are received from a source that is external to the flow?

Threshold: Upper and lower boundary

You can use this KPI to create alerts when the aggregated number of flowfiles received from a
source that is external to the flow is either above the specified in the upper boundary or below the
specified in the lower boundary.

Metric name: Flowfiles Sent

Metric unit: Count

Meaning: How many flowfiles are sent to an external recipient?

Threshold: Upper and lower boundary

You can use this KPI to create alerts when the aggregated number of flowfiles sent to an external
recipient is either above the specified in the upper boundary or below the specified in the lower
boundary.

Entire Flow KPIs
Entire Flow KPIs expose the metrics that NiFi provides for the entire data flow. Choosing Entire Flow enables you to
set alerts based on any of the flow metrics that the data flow monitors.
Metric name: Data In

Metric unit: Bytes/sec

Meaning: How much data did the entire flow receive from external systems per second?

Threshold: Upper and lower boundary

You can use this KPI to create alerts when the aggregated data received for the entire flow is either
below the specified lower threshold or above the upper threshold for the given time period.
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Metric name: Data Out

Metric unit: Bytes/sec

Meaning: How much data did the entire flow send to external systems per second?

Threshold: Upper and lower boundary

You can use this KPI to create alerts when the aggregated data sent for the entire flow is either
below the specified lower threshold or above the upper threshold for the given time period.

Metric name: Flow Files Queued

Metric unit: Count

Meaning: How many flow files are queued in all connections of the flow?

Threshold: Upper and lower boundary

You can use this KPI to create alerts when the aggregated number of flowfiles queued for all
connections of the flow is either higher than what is specified in the upper boundary or less than
what is specified in the lower boundary for the given time period.

System KPIs
System KPIs expose the metrics that NiFi provides for the system. Choosing System allows you to set alerts based on
any of the system metrics that the data flow monitors.
Metric name: CPU Utilization

Metric unit: Percentage

Meaning: How much of the available CPU to the entire cluster is being used by deployment?

Threshold: Upper and lower boundary

You can use this KPI to create alerts when the CPU utilization is either above the specified upper
threshold or below the specified lower threshold for the given time period. For example, if the
threshold is 80% and the time period is 5 minutes, all data points that are being captured within five
minutes must show a higher utilization than 80%, to trigger an alert.

Metric name: Core Allocation

Metric unit: Count

Meaning: How many cores are allocated?

Threshold: Upper and lower boundary

You can use this KPI to create alerts when the core allocation is either above the specified upper
threshold or below the specified lower threshold for the given time period.
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